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A static and dynamic theory of fine magnetic structure ("ripples" of magnetization) in ferromagnetic 
films is developed by a method of canonical expansions of random functions. The probability charac
teristics of such a structure are determined, viz., the dispersion and spectral density of the correla
tion function (distribution function of magnetization wave lengths). The effect of the fine magnetic 
structure on FMR is considered. It is shown that the magnetic structure results in a shift, broaden
ing, and asymmetry of the FMR line. The effective relaxation parameter contains in this case a 
part that depends explicitly on the frequency like ~w- 314 • 

INTRODUCTION 

THE main feature of thin magnetic polycrystalline 
films (in addition to their "two-dimensionality") is the 
small dimension of the crystallites, 2b ~ 10-s em. The 
effective radius of the manifestation of the volume in
teraction is li ~ (a./f3c) 112, where Ci. ~ 10-12 cm2 is the 
exchange-interaction constant and f3c is the dimension
less constant of the crystallographic anisotropy. If 
b » li (which is valid for most of bulky polycrystals), 
then in the absence of an external magnetic field, or if 
the external magnetic field is sufficiently small, the 
magnetization M in each crystallite is established 
along the easy axis of the anisotropy of the correspond
ing crystallite. Thus, the function M ( r) duplicates the 
distribution function of the easy axes p ( r), with accu
racy up to the degeneracy of the latter). Of course, on 
the boundaries between the crystallites, the exchange 
(and magnetostatic) interaction will lead to the forma
tion of structures of the interdomain boundary type; 
however, owing to the smallness of the volume in which 
the deviation of the orientation of M ( r) from p ( r) is 
observed, this effect has no strong influence on the 
physical properties of the polycrystal. 

With decreasing dimensions of the crystallite, the 
exchange interaction between the crystallites increases, 
the magnetizations of the neighboring crystallites tend 
to become established parallel to each other, in spite 
of the opposite action of the crystallographic aniso
tropy. This gives rise to a unique magnetic structure 
with spatial oscillations of the magnetization M about 
a certain mean direction M0; with further decrease of 
b, the amplitude of these oscillations will decrease and 
the polycrystal will become ever closer in its magnetic 
properties to a uniaxial single crystal. A thin poly
crystalline film is precisely such a unique magnetic 
material. 

The spatial oscillations ("ripple") of the magnetiza
tion in ferromagnetic films were observed experimen
tally by many authors. The most rigorous and consistant 
theory of such a fine magnetic structure was developed 
by Hoffman C1J. 

It is of interest to see the effects that allowance for 
the thin magnetic structure produces in ferromagnetic 
resonance (FMR). However, the method used by 
Hoffman to calculate the static magnetic structure is 
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not convenient for this purpose. In this connection, in 
Sec. 1 of this paper we develop a static theory of a fine 
magnetic structure on the basis of the method of 
canonical expansions of random functions. In addition 
to producing the necessary basis for going over to the 
theory of dynamic effects, this makes it possible to ob
tain certain new results. In Sec. 2 we investigate by the 
same method the influence of a fine magnetic structure 
on FMR. 

The usual microscopic domain structure is disre
garded in this paper. All the results are valid either 
for a single-domain film or for sections inside a 
microscopic domain. 

1. STATIC THEORY OF THE FINE MAGNETIC 
STRUCTURE 

The equation of state of the system is the Landau
Lifshitz equation in the static case 

[MH<•l] = 0, (1.1) * 
where 

H?l =- o:Jf +~ [o:JC/o \/ !Mi )] . 
{)Mi ox; OX; 

The Hamiltonian of the system is chosen in the form 

1 oM aM 1 H2 1 ( 1.2) 
:JC =2a iJx; {)xi -2~(Mn)2+8n -2 ~c(Ml)2 

and accordingly, the effective magnetic field is 

H<•l = aV2M + ~n(nM) + H + ~cl(IM). (1.3) 

In these expressions, the first term describes the ex
change interaction; the second describes the uniaxial 
anisotropy {3, which is common to the entire film, and 
n is the unit vector of the easy axis; the third term de
scribes the external magnetic field and the demagneti
zing field, which should be determined from the solu
tion of the boundary-value problem of magnetostatics; 
the last term describes the uniaxial crystallographic 
anisotropy f3c, 1 = 1 ( r) is the unit vector of the easy 
axis, which has different directions in different 
crystallites. 

The following remarks should be made with respect 

*[MH] = MX H. 
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to the last term of ( 1.2) and ( 1.3), which is the main 
term in our analysis. Ferromagnetic metals in thin
film states have as a rule triaxial and not uniaxial 
crystallographic symmetry. It would therefore be nec
essary to write in place of this term a term describing 
triaxial anisotropy. The calculation for the triaxial 
anisotropy involves no difficulty in principle, but leads 
to cumbersome expressions. On the other hand, the 
results of interest to us will differ only by a numerical 
coefficient ~ 1, which can be readily taken into account. 

Let the external constant magnetic field Ho and the 
vector Mo be directed along the easy axis n, which is 
parallel to the x axis; the z axis is normal to the 
plane of the film. Then the linearized equations for the 
vector m = M/Mo together with the equations for the 
magnetostatic potential cp form a complete system 

(1.4) 

where 

and all the Pik = Pik ( x, y, z) are known stationary 
random functions of coordinates. Their probability 
characteristics can be easily determined from the dis
tribution function of the vector 1 in a spherical coordi
nate system 

/(1) = /(8, q>) = 4~ sin 8. (1.5) 

Consequently the mathematical expectation values, the 
dispersions, and the correlation moments for Pik are 

.Jt [Pik] = 0, ~ [p;k);,,ck = ~o = 'I,., ~ [pii] = 4~o, 

and the autocorrelation functions and the mutual-cor
relation functions are equal to the corresponding .'lJ and 
.Jr. multiplied by a certain function of ~ = r' - r, ap
proximately equal to unity in the interval - b < ~i < b 
and equal to zero outside this interval; more detailed 
information concerning this function are not needed. 

Assuming that m does not depend on z (this is 
valid if the characteristic wavelength of the magnetiza
tion is much larger than the thickness of the film), 
averaging the first two equations of the system (1.4) 
with respect to z, and taking Fourier transforms with 
respect to x and y, we obtain for the Fourier trans
forms the system 

where 

and all the Pik and Pik are averaged over z, which 
can be taken into account by multiplying their ~ and .:'tt' 

by the factor b/ d. 
Solving the third equation of the system (1. 7) with the 

usual conditions for the continuity of the potential on 
the surface of the film, and substituting the solution in 
the first two equations, we get 

[ ax• + h + 4n :~· (1- V)J ,;. + ~c[g (p 1111my)- g (Pvzm,)] = ~cPzv• 
[ax2 + h +4nV],;.,, + ~cfg(p,.m,)- g(py,my)] = ~cP~z. (1.9) 

where V = ( 1 - e- 2Kd)/2Kd, and 2d is the thickness of 
the film. 

We neglect all the g (Pikmj ); the limits of applica
bility of such an approximation will be considered later. 
Then the system (1.9) breaks up into two independent 
equations, from which we can determine my and mz: 

~~. = ~cP~v / [ax2 + h + 4nkb-2(1- V) ], 
m, = ~cP~· I [ ax2 + h + 4n V]. 

(1.10) 

(1.10a) 

As expected, owing to the large demagnetizing field 
perpendicular to the plane of the film, m z « my and 
is of no further interest to us in this section. 

Let us determine the probability characteristics of 
the ~olution for my. The mathematical expectations 
.JI,' [my]~ .It [Pxy] = 0. The spectral density of the cor
relation function for the function my is 

Sm(k., k,) = ~02Sp(kt, k,) I [ax2 + h + 4nk,2x-2 (1- V) ]'. (1.11) 

The spectral density of the correlation function for the 
function Pxy• which enters here, is given by the ex
pression 

1 .......... 
Sp(kt. k,) = (2n)'Joo L Kp(1;, Tl)e-i(h,Hk,")dl;dT), (1.12) 

where the correlation function Kp, in accordance with 
the remark made above, can be approximated, for ex
ample, by the expression 

Kp:::::~ 0 exp(-J!L_hl) (1.13) 
b b . 

For long waves ( k1b « 1, k2b « 1), regardless of the 
concrete form of Kp, we have 

(1.14) 

i.e., it represents the spectral density of white noise. 
Taking into account the averaging over z, we obtain 

finally 

b ( b )' Sm(k.,k,)= ~c'd n ~0 [ax2 +h+4nk."x-'(1- V)]-2• (1.15) 

The most complete characteristic of the solution, 
namely the correlation function for my, is given by the 
relations --Km(g, T)) = S ~ Sm(kt, k,)ei(k<O+k,"Jdk1dk2, (1.16) 

and the dispersion is --~"' = Km(O. 0) = ~ S Sm(k,, k,)dk,dk,. (1.17) 

The integration in the last expression was performed 
approximately: V was expanded in a series in Kd < 1, 
and subsequently we used the fact that the major con-
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tribution to the integral is made only by k2 « k1. As a 
result, we obtain the expression 

3Jm = 0.42n-'"~c23Jo(b I d)'h(b' I ah)'f•. (1.18) 

The mean square deviation I m I = !¥J~2 corresponds to 
the expression obtained earlier by Hoffman [lJ, and 
differs only by an inessential numerical coefficient and 
by the factor b/ d, which was taken into account in the 
averaging over z. 

We did not calculate Km ( ~. 1}), since the function 
Sm (klk2) itself is more convenient for comparison 
with experiment. Indeed, Sm ( k1, k2) is proportional 
to the two-dimensional distribution function of the wave 
numbers, determined for the positive values of k1 and 
k2: 

(1.19) 

The distribution function of the wave number k1 

(1.20) 

has a maximum at a wavelength 

Atm = 2:rt / ktm = 2:rt(5a I h)'"· ( 1.21) 

In magnetooptic polarization experiments at a suita
ble experimental geometry, the intensity of the light 
I ~ my. Therefore in such experiments !¥Jm and 
f(kl, k2) can be measured directly. In electron-optical 
experiments I~ I om/ax I and the distribution function 
of the wave numbers fe (kl, k2) ~ kff(k11 ~) has a 
maximum at a wavelength 

Atm' = 2:rt(a I 5h) '", (1.22) 

which is Ys of A1m· Thus, the pictures of the magneti
zation wavelengh distributions, obtained from magneto
optical and electron-optical experiments, should be 
significantly different. 

Let us find the limits of applicability of the employed 
approximation. Since mz << my, we write down the 
first equation of the system (1.9) in the form 

(1.23) 

where 

B(k) = ax•+h+4:rtk22?c2 (1- V). 

Substituting here my in the form of a series in f3c: 

m~ = i3c~o + ~02~1 ••• , (1.24) 

we get 

(1.25) 

From the convolution theorem we get 

g (p, ,111,) = ~dk'p1111 (k- k') ~'" (k') = j Bd:~') Pv, (k- k') Psv (k'), (1.26) 

The mathematical expectation is .It [ m1] 
~ .7C[PyyPxy] = 0; calculating Sm1 and then !ffJ [ m1] we 
get 

8 . 
3l fm.] ;"(; i3c' '11m'. (1.27) 

where !¥Jm is determined by (1.18). From the require-

ment {3~ 5J [ m1] « lfc 5J [ mo] we get the condition under 
which the approximation connected with neglecting the 
functions g (Pikmj) in the system (1.9) is valid: 

(1.28) 

2. DYNAMIC THEORY OF THE FINE MAGNETIC 
STRUCTURE. FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE 

The equation of motion of the system is the Landau
Lifshitz equation 

• 1'' £ 1':1 M = g [l\111 1 - Mo [l\ " 1, (2.1) 

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio and ~ is a dimen
sionless relaxation parameter. The effective magnetic 
field H(e) is defined as before by ( 1. 3), but H now in
cludes also high-frequency magnetic fields. 

Let us consider the same geometry as in the first 
section. After linearization, going over to Fourier 
components, and calculating the demagnetizing fields, 
and averaging over the thickness of the film, the system 
of equations for m = M/Mo takes the form 

1 ; .. • 
gll1o (mv- sm,) = A (k) m, + ~c [g (pzzm,)- g (Puzmv)1- i3cPx" 

where 

A 

1 • • • 
-M (m, + smv) = -B(k)mu-~c [g(Pvum11) 
g 0 

A(k) = ax2 + h + 4nF, 

B(k) = ax2 + h + 4nk22x-2(1- V), 

(2.2) 

Hy is the Fourier component of the external high fre-
quency magnetic field. 

Representing m ( r, t) in the form 

m(r, t) = m(r) + ~t(r, t), (2.3) 

we obtain for m ( r) the system ( 1.9), which was in
vestigated in the first section, and for p.( r, t) we ob
tain the system 

1 ; ' • 
-M (f.Lv- Sf.Lz)- A (k)f.L,- ~c [g (p.,f.L,)-g(puzflv)1 = 0, 
g 0 

1 , , • "' Ii. 
-M (f.Lz + Sf.Lu) + B (k) flv + l'c [g (Puvfly)- g (Puzflz)1 = -M • 
g 0 0 

(2.4) 

which describes (in the linear approximation) all the 
dynamic properties of the fine magnetic structure. 

Let the system be acted upon by a high frequency 
field 

Hy=acoswt, Hy=acoswt·ll(k), ll(k)=ll(kt,k,). (2.5) 

replacing cos wt by exp ( iwt), we get for 1J. 
~ exp ( iwt) 

ia~y- [A(k) + i~o]'f,t, = i3c!?'(Pzzllz)- ~cg(Pyzf.Ly), 

[B(k) + isa]~y + ia~, = -~0g(Pvv~v) + ~cg(Pvzf.Lz) + rll(k), (2.6) 

where a= w/ gMo r =a/Mo. 
"Solving" the system with respect to ~y and llz, 

substituting in the form of a series in powers of f3c, 

1.1 = Ito + ~cltt + ~c21t2 + ... (2. 7) 

and equating the terms of equal powers of f3c, we ob-
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tain for the zeroth approximation 

, A(k} 
!louo = .i (k) rll (k ), 

, icr 
!lozo = A (k) rll (k), (2.8) 

and for all the succeeding approximations the recur
rence relations 

h icr 
!lvn = .i(k) [g(Pzz!lz n-t)- g(Pyzjly n-1}] 

Jf(k) 
- L\ (k) {g (Puu!lv n-t)- g (Pvz!lz n-t) ], 

h ia 
llw =- A(k) [g(Pvu!lu n-t)- g(Pvz!loz n-t)] 

.B(k) 
- T{k)[g(Pzz!lz n-t)- g(Puz!ly n-1>J, (2 .9) 

where 

A(k) =.if(k)B(k) -a•, Jf(k) =A(k)+iscr, .B(k) =B(k)+iscr. 

Let us find the mathematical expectations of the 
terms of the series (2.7). The zeroth-order terms do 
not contain random functions and their mathematical 
expectations are equal to P.yo and ilzo, respectively. 
The first-order terms are proportional to Pik and 
their mathematical expectations are equal to zero. The 
mathematical expectations of the second-order terms 
are proportional to terms of the type .It [g(Pikmjl)]; 
let us consider one such term: 

.At (g (Puv14Y1)] = ~ dk' .At [Pvv (k- k') ~.t(k') I 
r (' dk' 2 , , 

=-To) A (k') {cr .At IPuu (k- k') Pzz (k')) 

+ AoA (k') .At !Puu (k- k') Puu (k') I 

+ icr (Ao- A (k')l .At (Puu (k- k') Pvz (k'))} 

r (' dk' { •s ' - -
=- .1-;;- J A (k') o •uu•zz (k )} + A0 .4 (k')S•uvPvu (k') 

+io[A0 -A(k')IS._ .. ,(k')}ll(k-2k')=- 4 Ar f02S• • (~) 
"""" uoAoL vuzz 2 

where 

Ao=.ifo.Bo-cr2, .ifo=.if(O), Bo=.B(O), 

A•=Jf•.B•--cr2, .if•=.if(k/2), B2 =B(k/2). 

We similarly calculate all the terms of the type 
.It [g(Pikmjl)]. According to (1.6) and (1.12), 

(2.10) 

s (~'= (~)- (k)-PyyPyy 2 1 So,o,, \ 2 -48., S0 ""P" 2 -282, 

S· - =S - = (k) (k) 
PyyPyz 2 PzzPyz 2 0, 

where S2, with allowance for averaging over 
termined (for Kb « 1) by the expression 

b ( b )2 
S2 ~ d --n- f!Do. 

(2.11) 

z, is de-

(2.12) 

F!..,nally, p_ytting for symmetry .A ( k) = .A1, A ( k) = A1, 
and B(k) =B1, we get 

~ rs. ( ) 
.At l11tdl = 4.io.i~;fcr2 (.ifo +.if,+ Jr.+ 4B.)+ ;r.;r, (Bz + 4Jf2)]. 2.13 

We obtain .It [ J.L z2J analogously. 
Thus, a homogeneous high-frequency magnetic field 

excites both the homogeneous magnetization precession 
described by the terms (2.8), and inhomogeneous modes 
whose mathematical expectations (accurate to second
order terms) are described by the terms f3i .It [ ~y2] 
and {3~ ..It [ J.Lz2 ]. 

The effective complex susceptibility of the system, 
which is observed in the ordinary geometry of ferro
magnetic resonance, is determined by the expression 

, . , M0 S h 

Xuu = x -zz =- dk.Jt f~-tv(kH. 
a 

(2.14) 

The imaginary part of the susceptibility x" in the 
approximation 

A 1 ~ A2 ~ Ao = 4n + h, Bo = h~Ao, cr2 ~ AoB0~A0• 

is determined by the expression 

where 

x'' ~ x• ~ 82{ 1 + ~c2 s dk.S2T(k) }. 

T(k)= (B,-P)(B.-P)+3:SB1 +B2 -2P)-e• 
f (B, - P) 2+ e•][ (B2 - P) 2+ e•] 

(2.15) 

E = a~. x = h - P, P = a2/ Ao; x = 0 corresponds to the 
point of ferromagnetic resonance at f3c = 0. 

If the dimension of the crystallites is large com
pared with the effective radii of the exchange and the 
magnetostatic interaction (which may hold true for a 
bulky material), and h » f3c, then T(k) ~ T(O) and 

"~ 8 { 1 + 4 2 3x2 - e2 } 
X ~ x2 + e2 ~c 9Do (x• + e•)2 · (2.16) 

The maximum of x" is situated in this case, as before 
(accurate to terms {3 ~), at the point x = 0, the FMR 
line is symmetrical, and the line width expressed in 
terms of the magnetic-field scale is 

f!..h ~ 2oS[1 + 6.o/Jo(llc/ o£) 2]. (2.17) 

The quantity 

(2.18) 

can be regarded in this case as a certain effective re
laxation parameter, which determines the observed 
line width of the FMR in the polycrystal. In addition to 
the term that does not depend explicitly on the fre
quency, ~(e) contains also a term ~w- 2• 

For a thin magnetic film, the dimension of the 
crystallites is small and S2 can be taken outside the 
integral sign. The integral of T ( k), after changing 
over to a polar system, was transformed as follows: 
since only q; « 1 contributes to the integral, we set 
sin q; equal to q; and replaced the integration with re
spect to q; from 0 to 1r/2 by integration from 0 to 00• 

Then, after suitable renormalization, the remaining 
integral was calculated by numerical methods. As a 
result we obtained 

where 

8 
x" ~ x•+ 82 {1 + llc2R/(x)}, 

{
-0.3, x = -e 

f(x) ~ -0.7, x = 0, 

+0.8, x= +e 

(2.19) 
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Denoting the point of the maximum of x" by xm, 
and the points corresponding to half the height of the 
resonance line by x- and X+, we obtained in the linear 
approximation 

X-~ -e(1 + 0,4~c2R), 
Xm ~ 1.1e~c2R, 
X+~ e(i + 1.6~c2R), 

and the line width in the magnetic field scale is 

!1h ~ 2a£[ 1 + ~c2R], 

(2.20) 

(2 .21) 

Thus, the presence of a fine magnetic structure de
forms the FMR line in a complicated fashion: besides 
broadening, it is possible to observe a sharp line asym
metry and a shift of the FMR frequency. The effective 
relaxation parameter 

(2.22) 

contains besides the term that does not depend ex
plicitly on the frequency also a term ~w-374 • 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion we make three remarks. 
1. The static and dynamic properties of the fine 

magnetic structure were considered for the case when 
the film was magnetized along the easy anisotropy axis. 
The transition to the case of a film magnetized along 
the difficult axis is effected by reversing the sign of {3 

(which enters only in h) in all the preceding expres
sions. 

2. The dispersion (1.18) has a singular point at 
h = 0, i.e., Ho = -Ha, corresponding to the approxima
tion in which the magnetic structure does not influence 
the coercive force of the film. Since this result follows 
from the neglect of the terms g ( p lkmj ) in the system 
(1.9), the solution of the problem with allowance for 
these terms can be reduced to an estimate of the con
tribution made by the magnetic structure to the coer
cive force. 

3. The magnetic structure of the type considered 
here can be due not only to the polycrystalline nature 
of the film, but to arbitrary inhomogeneities which are 
randomly distributed in the film (for example, internal 
elastic stresses, inclusions, etc.). All the obtained re
sults are valid also in this case, provided f3cMo is now 
taken to mean the effective magnetic field of such in
homogeneities, and 2b is taken to mean their charac
teristic dimension. 

1 H. Hoffman. J. Appl. Phys. 35, 1790 (1964); Phys. 
Stat. Sol. 5, 187 (1964); Phys. Stat. Sol. 6, 733 (1964). 

Translated by J. G. Adashko 
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